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A Major Tasks
The TKEY ecosystem is a complex
of flexible and continuously
interconnected infrastructures,
including a distributed ledger, an
exchange platform, a payment
network, and other systems that
freely adapt to the process of
financial systems and
organizations, creating a safe and
efficient digital environment for the
ecosystem participants' and the
financial market.

Year-round and trouble-free, and disaster-resistant performance.
Safe and transparent payments with efficient clearing, instant delivery, and final
settlement for its participants.
Data transfer regardless of computer architecture, programming languages, and
compiler conventions.
Organization of universal exchange trading in various instruments.
System-automated interaction of network participants.
Standardization, tokenization, and unification of different markets.
Improving operational efficiency and reducing transaction costs while eliminating
and minimizing risks.
Providing a wide range of financial services to consumers.

The ecosystem provides fast, easy, and reliable
integration of innovative technologies for
different subjects, industries, and competencies
at the national and international levels.
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Ecosystem

Interfaces and Applications
Public RESTful API and SDK
Liquidity, ETL, Subsystems, and Standards

Exchange Infrastructure

Payment Network

Tokenization

Distributed Ledger
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Fast payments
in real-time 24/7/365

Interaction of different
systems and jurisdictions

Distributed ledger
technology

A large amount of
payment information

Compliance with
regulations

Cross-border
operations

Cross-currency
payments

Exchange
infrastructure

Transfer of any form
of value

Human readable
data representation

Instant clearing

ACID Model

Real-time liquidity
reconciliation

Tokenization of assets

ETL system

KYC & AML/CFT tools
for individuals and legal entities
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Customized
Solutions
The ecosystem offers interoperable, extensible end-toend solutions to improve the efficiency of an enterprise’s
business processes. Participants can use all the benefits
of the ecosystem and its components: a system of
instant cross-border or in-country payments, a
tokenization platform, mechanisms for providing liquidity,
and others.
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Advantage
Quality

Ecosystem

Reliability

The ecosystem meets the market requirements: quality,
availability, innovativeness, and reliability, creating crossindustrial and industrial solutions for various market
participants—individuals, legal entities, government
agencies, payment service providers.

Innovativeness

Availability
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Quality

Reliability

Availability

Instant settlements: clearing,
authentication, payment delivery, and more;
traceability of transactions and
transparency of the payment chain;
multifunctionality and ease of interaction;
scaling at low-costs; tokenization; transfer
of any form of value; automated asset
exchange system.

Fault-tolerant and distributed architecture—
no single point of failure; increased security
level and confidentiality of digital data;
authenticity and immutability of
transactions, operations, or other events;
instant finality of calculations; protection
against Sybil attacks and 51% in the DLT
network; compliance with ACID properties.

System operation 24/7/365; wide use
cases regardless of niche functionality;
focus on interaction with various protocols
and networks; open API; cheap and easy
translations; universal payment methods;
the ability to quickly scale infrastructure
throughout countrywide and in other
countries.

Innovativeness

The test environment is identical to the working business logic of the ecosystem and provides an instant switch to the
production environment; portable binary messages with easy conversion into readable formats without losing meaning;
data transfer regardless of computer architecture, programming languages, and compiler conventions; avalanche
routing; interactivity; human-readable presentation of data; smart-contracts; full-featured integration system with
programmable interfaces, which allows you to implement your business logic; support and consistency of internal and
external data.
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Government
sector

Transparency of financial services.
Reliability and authenticity of the data
Reduction of bureaucratic operations.
Improve the availability of financial services at the country level.
Sustain competition and innovation while supporting GDP growth.
Accelerated development of non-cash payments and reduction of
costs for maintaining cash turnover.
The possibility of creating sovereignty systems for the country’s
financial system and mitigating risks from extraterritorial sanctions.

Business

Instant replenishment of money turnover.
In-country and cross-border settlements in real-time.
Increasing confidence between counterparties.
Cost-cutting of making payments.
Traceability and transparency of payments.
New and affordable payment methods.

Financial service
providers

Optimization of business processes and the ability to create highmargin products.
Providing new types of services and expanding the reach of
consumers: individuals, legal entities, banks, and financial service
providers in the TKEY ecosystem.
Development of domestic and international activities.
Increase in working capital and average balances per client.
It is improving operational efficiency and reducing transaction
costs while eliminating and minimizing risks.
No impact of disruptive innovation in the chain of bank payments.

Consumers

Availability of financial settlements 24/7/365.
Transparency of financial services.
Decrease Transaction costs of making payments.
Convenient methods of payment and transfers for services.
Data protection, security, and immutability of operations.
Quick access to various assets and a wide range of financial
services.
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Providing the market with innovative and convenient services for consumers

Ease and simplicity of
implementation

Enrichment of the company’s
portfolio of services and
products

Significant reduction in transaction
and operating costs

Uniform service
standards

Elimination
of credit risk

Significant increase in the
competitiveness of the enterprise

Low
maintenance

Real-time execution of
transactions and transfers

Reducing and controlling
liquidity risk
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Banks and Financial
Service Providers

Companies and
Developers

Participants can take an ecosystem or platform
approach by adding third-party capabilities to
their core applications through APIs, thus
creating innovative business models and new
revenue streams. The system allows banks and
PFIs to cooperate and provide services to other
ecosystem participants in an automated mode,
significantly expanding the coverage and
availability of their financial services.

Companies can instantly access new payment
products and financial service providers around
the world. Developers can focus on prototyping,
user-friendly interfaces, or introducing
functionality into existing applications, bypassing
complex low-level tasks. The white-label API
allows companies to offer a digital product under
their brand name.
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The combination of the rich functionality of the
ecosystem and its flexibility makes it easy to implement
solutions into existing platforms without the need to
create additional infrastructure
A modular integration system is a driving mechanism in an ecosystem that connects different systems
regardless of their computer architecture, programming languages, and data heterogeneity,
ensuring consistency, compatibility, and data transfer between heterogeneous computer systems.
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RESTful API
1) Deploying server
API.
2) Accessing the
public API server.

SDKs and client
libraries

A high-performance and full-featured
API server with a modular architecture
allow you to adapt configurations to
any use case with the ability to fast
scale and replicate instances for
various types of task execution.

Programmable
interfaces and
industrial solutions

Out-of-the-box solutions and
programmable interface
implementations allow enterprises to
implement their business logic on top
of the TKEY ecosystem. Settings up
and processing KYC requests,
authentication, messaging, crossborder payments, escrow, analytics,
and more.

The ecosystem offers ready-made
libraries in different programming
languages that provide client access
to the API server with support for all
endpoints.

Test environment

The ecosystem includes a test
environment that is identical to the
production environment and allows
organizations to design, experiment,
and safely create products and test
functionality without technological
and integration risks.

Switching to the
production environment
is one-click and
seamless.
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Ecosystem
Infrastructures
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Distributed Ledger
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TKEY Registry
A type of permitted a distributed ledger with a modernized
algorithm for fast and scalable consensus on properties
corresponding to the family of Byzantine agreements,
requiring minimal computing power.

The distributed ledger is the essential infrastructure in the ecosystem, which is responsible
for processing, consistency, and storage of data, providing participants with the
availability, integrity, authenticity, and confidentiality of information, regardless of trust.
DISTRIBUTED LEDGER
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Fault tolerance
A reliable copy of the database with its complete and transparent history of changes is
stored on all media by each participant of the ledger, which contains permanently
unchanged and available at any time information, ensuring complete independence and
fault tolerance of the distributed ledger.

Analytics and accessibility
The transparency of the distributed ledger and a professional set of analytical tools
provide participants and others with extraordinarily rapid processing and extraction of
information in real-time for advanced data analysis.

Immutability of data
The absence of a single data management center provides strong protection against the
abuse, manipulation, and influence of one or a group of participants on the information
contained in the ledger.
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Continuous sync

Principle of
Operation
Data is stored, simultaneously generated, verified, and
continuously updated across all network nodes in a
securely traceable digital database that guarantees
ledger participants its absolute authenticity and absolute
protection against unauthorized changes.
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1

A decentralized cryptographically stable way of recording and

The system’s mechanisms with high-speed broadcasting of

managing transactions allows ecosystem participants to

messages and a millisecond delay provide instant data

maintain a single state of the distributed ledger regardless of
geographical, legal, and systematic differentiation.

2

exchange between nodes, regardless of the server’s
geographic location.
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Continuous Chain
Digital transactions, contracts, and other operations that include
critical management, legal, financial and other information are
recording in a strict sequence with a unique identifier and for an
indefinite period, which provides a provable fact of the legal
actions performed.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

1

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

2

3

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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The payer’s account is

The payer’s account is

opened or identified in bank

opened or identified in bank

No. 1 (Great Britain)

No. 2 (UAE)

The payer’s account is
opened or identified in bank
No. 3 (Great Britain)

-20 GBP
+1 AED

-1 AED
+20 GBP

Transaction

Transaction

TBTNSHVASDH2AA4UJUOT...

TDFNZPHEVZJFBK2LHGKL...

TDFNNSHVASDH2AK2SAAF...

Confidential identifier
(account) of the
payer/recipient

The initiator of the transaction and other parties can verify its
The chronology of changes in the technical state of an object

1

or property rights is relevant and available for audits, external
and internal financial control.

execution using the unique identifier of the transaction.

2

Confidential data is encrypted and represented as
alphanumeric strings, allowing you to exchange private
information to execute specific orders securely.
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Data Authenticity
All servers process transactions according to the same strict
write rules that guarantee consistency and data integrity for
ledger principals, regardless of their level of trust.
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Attacker

Fake data

1

A set of consensus rules guarantees the impossibility of forging
information by applying a group of mathematical,
cryptographic, and algorithmic methods that ensure the
authenticity and immutability of digital data.

The Consensus Protocol is equipped with securely robust anti-

2

malicious mechanisms and is free from massive attackers’
computing power, preventing rogue nodes from joining
multiple times to hijack the network and relay fake data.
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Payment

Processed

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

$150

up to 10 seconds

1

Payer signs
$150 transaction

2

Nodes check
the ledger
and validate
the transaction

4

Synchronizing ledger

No. 28312810

No. 28312810
debit
credit

No. 28312810
No. 28312810

3

The nodes form a new record
and broadcast it to the database

time
id
.....
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Properties
of the System

Disaster Tolerance

The deterministic asynchronous state machine has
security and survivability properties that eliminate the
possibility of deliberately splitting and stopping the
distributed ledger, ensuring data consistency at any time
and under any adverse circumstances.

Non-repudiation

Availability

Confidentiality

Authenticity

Integrity
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Servers with software

1

The ledger has been supporting by many geographically
distributed nodes in various data processing centers, which
ensures its disaster-resistant operation. To stop the system, a
complete synchronous shutdown of all servers will need at
each participant of the distributed ledger in all data centers.

The system mechanisms ensure the achievement of consensus

2

regardless of the number of failed nodes, maintaining the
natural functioning of the ledger without losing the properties
of the bandwidth and security of the distributed ledger.
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PostgreSQL

Storage Model
The storage architecture is built based on multi-tier layers,
consisting of a PostgreSQL relational database for storing
the ACID state of the ledger, public archives and snapshots
for easy synchronization of new or interrupted nodes, and
local storage on disk in the form of compressed binaries for
easy storage of the ledger.

Public
archives

Local
storage

26

Public archive
(secondary storage)

PostgreSQL
relational database

Local storage of
binaries

1

The modular storage architecture eliminates the excessive
load on the peer-to-peer network and increases its
throughput by using a secondary storage layer formed by
distributed ledger validators to ensure fast synchronization of
nodes.

2

New ledger participants synchronize the complete history of
data using public archives and replicate it to a local disk in the
form of compressed binaries, eliminating the need to send
redundant P2P requests to validator servers.
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ACID Transactional
System
The transactional system conforms to the properties of
ACID, which provides enterprise-level protection to ledger
principals and maintains the integrity of the database
during transactions. A set of ledger components supports
the most reliable and predictable operation in real-time,
ensuring data reliability even in server failure, power, and
other errors.

A

C

Atomicity

Consistency

Isolation

Durability

I

D
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Atomicity

Atomicity improves system
performance and is a property of
integrity that combines independent
operations into a single atomic unit to
eliminate intermediate transaction
states; the system operations have
performing fully, or they are rejecting,
and the system returns to its original
system state.

Consistency

Due to the consistency properties,
transactions reach a consistent state,
execute and complete per the
requirements and business rules of
the system, guarantee the complete
reliability of the database, eliminating
the violation of uniqueness
requirements.

Isolation

This property isolates the
intermediate states of a transaction
from other processes in the system
until the end of its execution,
excluding the impact of parallel
transactions on the results of other
transactions.

Durability

This property ensures reliable data
recording regardless of server failures
and other system errors, ensuring that
completed transactions are
preserved.
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Payment Network

30

A network for transparent, secure, and traceable
payments with efficient clearing and ten-second
delivery for its participants anywhere in the world
The payment system provides participants and ends consumers with uninterrupted real-time
processing of national and cross-border transactions, significantly improving the quality, safety, and
efficiency of financial services; rich functionality and flexible customization of digital instruments open
up new payment routing options for network participants with access to various assets and liquidity
markets.
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Bank N
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TkeyNet connects various financial service
providers and creates a reliable
communication channel to conduct easy,
cheap, and direct payments.

Operator
No 3,
Soybean
s
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,
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l
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Various forms of capital and asset classes can flow
through TkeyNet: fiat or digital currencies, electronic
money, stocks, bonds, commodities, and others
The payment network unites incompatible infrastructures of financial market participants in a secure,
standardized digital environment, providing final and atomic settlements between multidirectional
systems and per regulatory requirements.
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The system provides participants with messaging a
stable payment channel with bilateral consistency and
instant finality of settlements.
The parties do not need to rely on predicted data—all payments in the system are making directly
between two accounts. The sender and the recipient can agree and track the entire chain and the
payment status in real-time.
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In-country and Global
Application
The payment network infrastructure helps companies develop domestic and
international activities, modernize cash flow control, improve relationships with
suppliers, reduce costs and provide a new level of service for consumers of
financial services.

In-country
approach

A global
approach

Regional network.
Affiliate network.

Cross-border network.
Affiliate network.
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Regional
network
In-country approach

Integration of the payment network
functionality into the institution’s
infrastructure creates a model of
interaction and transactions between
branches within the country.

Fast clearing.
Optimization of costs.
Single information space.
Transparency of information.
Continuous tracking of payments.
Instant payments between branches.
Improve the operational effectiveness.
Reduction bureaucratic and manual operations.

Partner regional
network
In-country approach

Joining the existing network
participants and uniting new
partners, contractors through the
payment network.

Increase in the margin.
Increased level of trust.
Real-time liquidity matching.
Elimination of interbank barriers.
Costs reduction of market participants.
Instant final settlements between partners.
Enhanced user-friendliness of financial services.
Processing events around the clock all year round.
Details of transactions under commercial agreements.
*Includes all the advantages of a regional network
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Cross-border
network

Integration of the regional network of
banks with foreign branches of the
organization

A global approach

Affiliate
cross-border
network
A global approach

The accession network of existing
payment service providers and
merging foreign partners with their
branches.

Increase in the margin.
Increased level of trust.
Instant final settlement.
Instant currency clearing.
Significant cost optimization.
Traceable payment progress.
Elimination of interbank barriers.
Predictable and transparent fees.
Continuous tracking of payments.
Improve the operational effectiveness.
Direct payments without intermediaries.
The ability to creates high-margin products.
Reduction bureaucratic and manual operations.
Liquidity in real-time and optimize cash management.
Cut costs of currency risks and exclusion of exchange risks.
Cut costs the time for checking and performing calculations.
Provide new types of services and expanding consumer coverage.
Cut costs of transaction costs with elimination and minimization of
risks.
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Corporate Solutions for Working
with the Payment Network
A unique, constantly developing portfolio of industrial solutions provides real-time transaction
analytics, compliance with multi-jurisdictional regulatory requirements with AML/KYC/CFT
processing in an interactive mode, secure exchange of confidential data between participants in
compliance with the GDPR, automated interaction, and an agreement between two financial
institutions for conducting cross-border transactions.
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TKEY Direct
Flexible protocol with programmable interfaces for fast,
simple, and predictable international account-to-account
payments with preliminary verification, сonsistency, and
tracking of transactions.

End-to-end payment processing with automatic asset conversion and the best
conversion rate allows participants to make low-cost interbank cross-border transactions
in real-time, 24/7.
INTERNATIONAL PAYMENTS
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Direct payment between network participants (the lowest payment cost and instant delivery)

Payer

Distributed ledger

Notification of receipt of funds

Client identification
KYC/AML/CFT and funds
replenishment

Bank
No. 1,
USD
(Europ
e)

-1,000 USD

Recipient

Payment settlement and entry

Network participant

+3,673 AED

Network participant

Bank
No. 2,
AED
(UAE)

TkeyNet

Exchange infrastructure
Messaging
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Direct payment between network participants with the delivery of funds to another bank

Payer

Distributed ledger

Beneficiary bank (Europe)
*Not a participant of the network

Delivery of funds using the national
payment system

Client identification
KYC/AML/CFT and funds
replenishment

Bank
No. 2,
AED
(UAE)

-3,673 AED

Payment settlement and entry

Network participant

+1,000 USD

Network participant

Bank
No. 1,
USD
(Europ
e)

TkeyNet

Exchange infrastructure
Messaging
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Ledger consortium
Public ledger

~~~~~~~~~~
1,000 USD
3,673 AED
~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~
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TBTNSHV
-1,000 USD
TDFNZPHE
+3,673 AED

ca

rec lcula
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3
d

Reconciliation and cross-currency exchange

-1,000 USD

~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~
1,000 USD
3,673 AED
~~~~~~~~~~

+3,673 AED

TBTNSHVASDH2AA4UJUOTKC6QANWC4

TDFNZPHEVZJFBK2LHGKLLTDZC6JWONG

Confidential identifier (account) of the
payer

Confidential identifier (account) of the
payer

Network participant

Network participant

Messaging between parties
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TKEY Direct provides organizations with an efficient tool
to conduct cross-border transactions at low cost in
real-time
TKEY Direct provides organizations with an efficient tool to conduct cross-border transactions at a
low cost in real-time.
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Track
payments

The API-based automated solution
provides payment service providers
and their customers with real-time
end-to-end payment tracking that
procured complete visibility into a
payment transaction from the
moment it is sent to the moment it is
finally confirmed.

Preliminary
payment check

The protocol uses an API server to
dynamically process requests
between payment service providers in
real-time, allowing parties to quickly
and easily correct incorrect or missing
information before sending payment.

Institution profile
and conditions

The standard for payment service
providers allows for the automatic
exchange of information about the
company and the conditions of
transactions, which increases
transparency and accelerates the
processes of global cash flow.

Intelligent payment
routing

The system is equipping with
intelligent payment routing logic that
automatically finds suitable payment
service providers based on channel
availability, geography, currency, and
other parameters that are best suited
for making a payment.
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CrossPay
An automated cross-payment system provides network
participants with instant atomic cross-payments with the
best exchange route, eliminating exchange risks and manual
processing of complex transactions.

An intelligent algorithm with multi-route technology allows the payer to make payments in
any currency and the recipient to deliver the currency exchange necessary for him at the
best exchange rate and instant processing.
CROSS-CURRENCY TRANSACTIONS
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Cross-currency transaction

GBP

AED

Timeline

1 sec.

10 sec.

Creating a transaction

No. 28312817

Search for currency pairs.
Analysis.
No. 28312817

debit

Ledger entry

credit
time

Clearing.

id

Final calculation.

.....

No. 28312817
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Routing the best
exchange conversion

The cross-currency operations
algorithm automatically checks the
optimal asset exchange route based
on liquidity, price, and offers to
achieve the best conversion rate and
reduce currency risk.

USD

GBP

£5,115.78

$7,000

USD

EUR

GBP

EUR

AED

£5,116.12

$7,000

USD

XAU

GBP

XAU

USD

£5,118.58

$7,000

Atomicity of the
transaction

Transactions are performing
atomically to eliminate the possibility
of partial exchange during routing. A
multi-level operation is either carried
out entirely according to the
parameters of the best ratio or is
automatically canceling.

Exchange
of USD to EUR

USD

Exchange
of EUR to AED

EUR

Exchange
of AED for XAU

AED

Insufficient liquidity, refund USD

USD

EUR

AED

XAU

GBP

The successful operation, writing to the ledger
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10 seconds

No

KRW

USD
USD/SOYBEANS

Is there liquidity?

SOYBEA
NS

Profitable

No

XAU
SOYBEANS/XAU

conversion

AED

XAU/AED

No

KRW/AED
USD/AED

SOYBEANS/AED

Yes

Profitable conversion?

No

Yes

AED
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Easy money transfer
The cross-currency operation provides a universal way to move money regardless of the
sender’s currency and guarantees the delivery of the necessary currency exchange to the
recipient in 10 seconds.

Business process automation
In the absence of a direct exchange path or insufficient liquidity, the intelligent algorithm
will automatically evaluate all offers and then perform an exchange for immediate
payment execution.

Risk optimization
The atomic execution of the transaction eliminates the exchange risk, and the instant
settlement and the finality of the calculation minimize the currency and payment risks.
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The Digital
Landscape
A solution based on API calls allows financial providers to
connect their services to new digital channels: fintech
applications, marketplaces, and other services to globally
expand the reach and access to services without additional
IT development and marketing costs.

The system provides consumers with access to a wide range of financial services 24 hours
a day, regardless of location, and opens an additional channel for suppliers to receive
profit by expanding the client base.
DIGITAL ENVIRONMENT
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Service providers

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

GBP

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

USD

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

COCOA

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

AED

UAH

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

XAU

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

BTC

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

STOCK

Open API
Various applications

Consumer market
Payments, transfers, trade, and more
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The digital landscape connects
consumers, traditional financial
institutions, and developers in
a digital environment

Developers and
fintech companies

Fintech companies and developers
can be focusing on developing new
user experiences without obtaining
the necessary licenses by accessing
new payment products and service
providers’ services worldwide through
an open API.

Financial service
providers

Financial institutions are the main
actors in the financial services value
chain, which allows them to set their
conditions for the service delivery:
service regions, tariff rates, limits, and
more.

Consumers

Consumers get quick access to
various assets and a wide range of
financial providers’ services
worldwide with the availability of
trading and settlements without
hidden fees at any time, seven days a
week, and in real-time.
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Traditional financial system

Deposit

£99

Withdrawal

$100

TkeyNet payment network

Ledger
entry

API
+$100
-$99

*If the commission is set
at the payment service
provider

Ledger
entry

API

%

%
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

GBP

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

USD

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

COCOA

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

AED

UAH

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

XAU

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

BTC

-£99
+£100

*If the commission is set
at the payment service
provider

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

STOCK

Open API
Various applications

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

$99

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Consumer market

£100

Payments, transfers, trade, and more
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Digital Passport
The digital passport is a component of a complex of solutions
for fulfilling the requirements of KYC/AML/CFT, which
provides the participants of the payment network with a
customized protocol for the secure collection, management,
and transmission of confidential data in encrypted form per
the requirements of internal regulations and standards of
supervisory authorities.

The protocol supports a set of popular fields and different types of documents for
individuals and legal entities, providing participants with the processing of various
identification scenarios depending on business tasks.
KYC AND AML/CFT
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Data exchange
Predefined fields and support for various types of documents facilitate the consolidation
of all KYC requests through one distributed platform; this allows for easy and fast data
exchange between financial service providers to provide automatic identification checks,
verification, and client authentication.

Authentication
The digital passport functionality provides automatic customer authentication in various
services and applications of payment providers without the need to re-enter data or go
through verification, which significantly improves the customer experience and work with
data.

GDPR compliance
The system allows customers to manage, control, and delete personal data. Confidential
information is stored and transmitted in encrypted form. The protocol is capable of
processing images and storing them in binary format.
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Analytics Systems
A set of enterprise-class solutions for working with open data
and big data from the network allows extracting, structure,
detail, and visualize values in real-time for complex data
analysis, reporting, and other various use cases.

The system enables data scientists and analysts to create and apply machine learning
models based on structured data for effective decision-making in real-time.
META-ANALYSIS OF DATA
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Solutions

ETL system

The system includes a professional
data pipeline and a group of auxiliary
components for working with data in
real-time. To ETL process
optimization, configured highavailability DAG components are
used, which provide exporting data
and then uploading it to large-scale
analysis services for large data sets.

Public registry

An effective tool for network
participants and consumers, it
provides easy access to the
necessary information and
transactions in a user interface that
allows you to track open data from a
distributed ledger.

RESTful API

A server API with streaming data and
instant updates allows organizations
to create lightweight web interfaces
for displaying and visualizing data.

57

Exchange
Infrastructure
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TKEY Exchange
A multifunctional complex of systems with an open API
provides the ecosystem with a market mechanism and
automates payment network processes: international
transfers, cross-currency transactions, transfer of ownership,
real-time liquidity management, and more.

Algorithms of the exchange infrastructure track balances, distribute them, balance
balances, confirm transactions, and continuously register them in a distributed ledger in
real-time, guaranteeing participants finality and accuracy of calculations.
EXCHANGE INFRASTRUCTURE
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Security

The exchange’s infrastructure uses a
distributed ledger to protect and
store records of transactions and
beneficiaries in a cryptographically
secure form, which guarantees the
participants: immutability, finality,
confidentiality, and authenticity of
the transactions performed.

Speed and scaling

The system’s mechanisms perform all
complex operations in real-time, such
as checking balance sheets, assets,
matching, DVP calculations, clearing,
and creating the final entry in the
ledger. The exchange’s architecture
сan process to 8,640,000,000
transactions per day with the
possibility of horizontal scaling in the
future.

Universal trading
pairs

Trading pairs are creating in both
directions (GBP/USD, USD/GBP) in
automatic mode; all assets are
available for trading with each asset
class, which opens up the possibility
for participants to create liquidity
markets with any trading pair for
direct settlements.

Asset accounting

The exchange does not store
deposits; the ledger records the
amount of debt on assets and
ownership rights, reflected as digital
obligations, which can be repairing by
the service operator by automatically
exchanging the ledger entry with
subsequent crediting of funds to the
user’s open account in the traditional
system.
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Distributed ledger

P2P exchange

Ledger entry

The system’s mechanisms ensure uninterrupted work on

Market participants confirm ownership of the nominal

the search and consolidation of offers without the cost

value of assets with the help of a ledger entry, which
can repay from the operator at any time.

of intermediaries, and the transfer of assets or rights
from one owner to another is carried out directly
between the parties.

dh100
Ledger entries

Market participant

Market participant

¥25

Payee's bank
(UAE)

Payee's bank
(Tokyo)

Market makers

Ledger entry

¥25

(¥25)

Operator

Ledger entry

dh100

(dh100)

Operator
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Any asset classes

Distributed ledger

The system provides trading of any assets that open up

Finality of settlements
The exchange mechanism ensures simultaneous

new opportunities for market participants to perform

settlements between the parties with the undeniable

effective settlement operations.

completion of the transaction in real-time and ensures
that the assets have changed owners.

XAU
Market participant

SOYBEANS

RUB/USD/EUR/GGP/AED/AMD/ARS/
AUD/XCD/AOA/AFN/BAM/CAD/CNY
/KRW/KWD/CHF/MUR/MNT/NZD/OM
R/PAB/PKR/PLN/THB/BTC/ETH/GOL
D/SILVER/PLATINUM/PALLADIUM/
ROSN/TSLA/AAPL/OIL/

Market participant

USD

XAU

AED

USD/XAU
USD/AED

XAU/USD
XAU/AED

AED/XAU
AED/USD
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Ready-made solutions for
optimizing the processes of
uninterrupted order processing,
maintaining prices, and providing
liquidity

Corporate trading
system

An industrial trading engine with a
web interface allows participants to
trade automatically with different
accounts and multiple assets,
synchronously apply different
strategies, track markets, control
positions, and distribute risks.

TKEY Online

A secure web application with a
convenient user interface, a screener,
and a basic set of functionality that
allows participants to access the
exchange infrastructure directly.

API interface

The open, fully functional API allows
developers to create exchange
gateways or automated trading bots
with different strategies to provide
the best customer experience.
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Tokenization
of Assets
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Securitization System
An industrial-level unified system for digitalizing assets, which
provides a standardized mechanism for digitizing any classes
of assets and objects of property rights, creates a
transparent and secure circulation of tokenized assets per
legal requirements.

An automated asset digitization engine with a rigorous set of standards and regulations
provides participants with a solid foundation for creating an enabling digital marketplace
with the ability to interact with infrastructures of financial and industrial systems using
flexible APIs that meet market requirements for interoperability, scalability, security,
reliability, confidentiality, and management of the institutional level.
TOKENIZATION OF ASSETS
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Flexible
configuration of
parameters for
tokenization
objects

The protocol implements business
logic depending on the tasks of the
enterprise, the specifics of the
transaction, and other parameters,
which allows organizations to control
various configurations easily:
configure the escrow, monitor the
execution of transactions, introduce
the necessary restrictions on demand,
issue dividends, conduct voting, and
more.

Profile and asset
configuration

Flexible customization of the
organization profile and the
characteristics of the tokenized asset
allow participants and consumers to
access public information: the
business card of the company, the
terms of ownership of the asset and
commission fees, the code and class
of the asset, the issue, and more.

Any asset classes

The objects of tokenization can be
securities, company shares, debt
obligations, commodities, fiat or
digital currencies, real estate,
intellectual property, art objects,
physical goods, and any other
objects, depending on the
organization’s business objectives.

Compliance

The tokenization system allows
organizations to establish strict rules
for the authorization of asset
ownership per the AML/KYC/CFT
policy requirements for individuals
and legal entities.
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The system allows you to automate business processes,
reduce operating costs and reduce risk levels for
investors and consumers
The digital environment creates a favorable socio-economic climate for interested industrial and
institutional players, which opens up new opportunities for liquidity management, reduces entry
barriers and market fragmentation, increases the efficiency of business processes, facilitates fast
daily settlements with low cost, and allows participants to diversify their investment portfolio due to
direct access to transparent infrastructure.
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Tokenization Process
The depositor instructs the operator to
deposit a real asset to the account of
the immobilization of the digital
infrastructure, the system algorithms
instruct the creation of digital asset
units in the system and credit them to
the depositor, the ledger entries the
number of assets and ownership rights
reflected in the form of digital
obligations corresponding to the
amount of the asset real.
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Depositor

Client application

Owner $1,000

Crediting of $1,000
to the depositor

Deposit $1,000

Bank

Distributed ledger

$1,000

Ledger entry

Immobilization account

TkeyNet account (bank)

$1,000

Tokenization of $1,000
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TkeyNet payment network

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

$1,000 transaction
on TkeyNet

$1,000

Ledger entry

Application
Client identification or
authentication form opens

1

The user wants to top up USD in the
application <...>

3

2
Authentication or
identification of the
KYC/AML/CFT user at
the payment service
provider

Traditional financial system

4

Funding the bank account of a financial
service provider using SEPA or other
methods
*Excluding Financial Service Provider
commission

Crediting $1,000

+$1,000
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Investor

Client application

Owner of 1,000 shares

Crediting of 1,000
tokenized shares

The owner instructs the
transfer of 1,000 shares

Bank/broker

Distributed ledger

Keeping of 1,000 shares

Ledger entry

Immobilization account

TkeyNet account (bank)

Confirmation of immobilization
1,000 shares

Tokenization of 1,000 shares
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Application

Bank/Broker
Client identification or
authentication form opens

1

3

2

The user wants to buy 10 shares in the app
<...>

Authentication or
identification of the
KYC/AML/CFT user at
the payment service
provider

The user can make transfers, carry out cross-currency transactions, trade, and
settle for goods in shares by automatically converting the tokenized asset into
the payment currency.

4

Funding the bank account of a financial
service provider using SEPA or other
methods
Immobilization
and tokenization

Crediting ten tokenized shares to the
user’s account

5

*If the issuer of shares allows transactions with tokenized assets without confirmation.
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Customer

Client application

Owner $1,000

Crediting of 1,000 tokenized units of
goods

The customer makes a
$1,000 payment to the
manufacturer

Manufacturer’s bank account

Distributed ledger

Crediting $1,000

Ledger entry

Manufacturer

TkeyNet account (bank)

Immobilization of
1,000 product units

Tokenization of 1,000 units of goods
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1

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

TkeyNet payment network
The user in the client application clears the check (ledger
entry) by performing a transaction.

SOYBEANS

2

The bank issues a receipt to the user

3

The customer contacts the soybean supplier provides a
receipt, and picks up the physical item from the warehouse.

The tokenization system provides an opportunity to the stock split assets, the process of which simplifies trading on
secondary markets and allows industrial and agricultural enterprises to conduct transactions with small suppliers,
eliminating the risks of mistake accounting.
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TKEY Connect provides organizations with an efficient
asset digitization tool with rapid integration and control
at every level
Participants receive a powerful API and a rich portfolio of ecosystem functions with customizable
business logic on top of infrastructure without needing developing translations systems, exchange,
and storage systems, which allows them to focus on building client applications and the interests of
end-users of services.
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